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Abstract
Nonperturbative nolocal structure of QCD vacuum is well described by in-
stanton model. Specific helicity and flavor structure of zero modes of quarks in
instanton field allows simultaneously to explain some important features of low-
and high- energy hadron phenomemology. The basic characteristics of hadron
spectrum, partonic sum rules, heavy-quark potential are briefly discussed within
the instanton liquid model.
1 Introduction
Main features of strong interaction was defined long before the QCD has been
discovered. They are quarks and strangeness; symmetries and color; spontaneous
breaking of chiral symmetry; and, finally, confinement. QCD is the non-abelian
gauge theory of quarks and gluons called for solving these problems. In the
region of small distances (large energies) perturbative theory of QCD (pQCD)
works well with very high precision and describes the scaling and its logarithmic
violation. In particular, pQCD describes the evolution of parton distributions
(extracted from experimental data and rescaled to one scale) with Q2 at high
Q2. Thus, the hadron processes at (asymptotically) high energies are described
by pQCD. In the very low Q2 region they are fixed by symmetries of strong
interaction (low energy theorems, chiral quark models, etc.). Still the main phe-
nomena of strong interaction are not explicitly explained. There are problems
with description of hadron spectrum, hadron distribution functions of quarks and
gluons at intermediate energies, etc. The transition region between very low and
high energies is very interesting aspect of modern experimental and theoretical
searches. It is this region where different nonperturbative approaches was sug-
gested: Lattice QCD, QCD sum rules, effective field models, etc. We are going
to consider the instanton model of QCD vacuum and some of its applications.
2 The instanton model of QCD vacuum
To describe the strong interactions not only at short distances but also at medium
and long distances one needs to understand how to calculate the fundamental
elements of the theory, its Green functions. This task may be done within the
lattice QCD simulations [1]-[5] or effective QCD models like the instanton model
of the QCD vacuum [6]. Lorentz invariance allows us to decompose the full quark
1Based on the talks presented at the Advanced Study Institute ”Sym-
metries and Spin” (Praha-SPIN-2001), Prague, July 2001 and the work-
shop ”Physical perspectives of the JINR nuclotron”, Varna, September
2001.
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propagator into Dirac vector and scalar pieces
S−1(p2) = Z−1(p2)[iγ · p+M(p2)]. (1)
Asymptotic freedom means that, as p2 → ∞, S−1(p2) → iγ · p + m, (the free
propagator) where m is the bare quark mass. The gluon propagator in the
Landau gauge is given by
Dabµν
(
p2
)
= δab
(
δµν − pµpν
p2
)
D
(
p2
)
(2)
with asymptotic large p2 behavior D
(
p2
)→ p−2. The explicit form of nonpertur-
bative functions M(p2), D
(
p2
)
etc. may be found within the instanton vacuum
model.
The vacuum gauge field is taken to be the sum of individual instanton fields
with their centra at positions zj. Each instanton is in the singular gauge
Aaµ(x)
τa
2
=
1
g
τaηaµν(x− zj)νφ(x− zj), (3)
where ηaµν is the ’t Hooft symbols and φ(x) is the profile function.
The instanton vacuum fluctuations are responsible for the nonperturbative ef-
fects at intermediate scale of order 0.3 fm. The longer distances are described by
the inter-instanton interaction and noninstantonic nonperturbative fluctuations
that generate confinement of gluons and quarks. All these effects, by assump-
tion, lead to stabilization of the instanton ensamble and the average density of
instantons n ≈ 1 fm4 with the instanton radii ρ ≈ 0.3 fm [6]. Another effect
of the confining background is the modification of the shape of instanton solu-
tion at large distances in the form of the constrained instanton solution [8, 7].
The ansatz for the profile function for the constrained instanton field [7] in the
singular gauge may be chosen as
φI(x) =
ρ2(x2)
x2
(
x2 + ρ2(x2)
) . (4)
The standard instanton solution is obtained with the constant size of instanton
ρ2(x2) = ρ2. For the constrained instantons one uses exponentially-decreasing
functions ρ2(x), normalized as ρ2(0) = ρ2. The constrained quark zero mode [8]
is given by
ψ±(x) =
√
2ϕ(x)
x̂
|x|χ
±, ϕ(x) =
ρ(x2)
π(x2 + ρ2(x2))3/2
, (5)
where χ is a color Dirac spinor given by χ±χ± = (γµγν/16) (1± γ5) /2τ±µ τ∓ν and
τ±ν = (∓i,−→τ ), with the upper (lower) signs corresponding to solutions in the
instanton (anti-instanton) field. We shell use the form [7]
ρ2(x2) = ρ2
2
Γ(1/3)31/3
( x
R
)2
K4/3
(
2
3
(
x2
R2
)3/4)
, (6)
where Kν (z) is the modified Bessel function. The specific feature of the con-
strained instanton is that at small distances it is close to the standard instanton
profile of size ρ, and at large distances it has exponentially-decreasing asymp-
totics governed by a large-scale parameter R, such as ρ < R. These shapes are
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motivated by considering modifications of the instanton in the background field
of large-scale vacuum fluctuations [7]. The constrained instanton profile, as op-
posed to the unconstrained one, provides the correct large-distance asymptotics
of the quark and gluon field correlators [7].
The dynamical quark mass generated by the instanton background is ex-
pressed through the 4-dimensional Fourier transform of the quark zero mode
profile ϕ˜(p) [9]
M(p2) = Cp2ϕ˜2(p2), (7)
where the constant C > 0 is determined from the gap equation [9, 10]∫
d4k
(2π)4
M2(k)
k2 +M2(k)
=
nc
4Nc
, (8)
with the instanton density nc = 0.0016 GeV
4 [6].
The single instanton contribution to the gluon propagator
GCI,abµν (p) ≡
∫
d4xeipx
〈
0
∣∣∣Aa,Iµ (x)Ab,Iν (0)∣∣∣ 0〉
I
= δab
(
δµν − p
µpν
p2
)
GCI(p),
GCI(p) = − nc
N2c − 1
p2φ˜2(p2), (9)
is expressed through the Fourier transform of the instanton profile function φ˜(p2).
Summing the contribution to the propagator of any number of instantons, which
is analog of a self-energy resummation in perturbative theory, we get the dressed
in the instanton vacuum gluon propagator in the Landau gauge
Gabµν(p) =
δab
p2 +M2CI(p
2)
(
δµν − p
µpν
p2
)
, (10)
with a dynamical gluon mass
M2CI(p
2) = p4GCI(p).
It is important that the Green function of the effective model have correct large
p2 behavior and models nonperturbative dynamics at large distances. Also, the
result of instanton model (7) and (10) are close to the results of lattice calcula-
tions [1]-[5] in the infrared region.
In general instanton induced interaction leads to effective fermion interaction
which is for two flavors becomes
L2 =
2N2c
n
∫
d4k1d
4k2d
4l1d
4l2
(2π)12
√
M(k1)M(k2)M(l1)M(l2)
· ǫ
f1f2ǫg1g2
2(N2c − 1)
[
2Nc − 1
2Nc
(ψ†Lf1(k1)ψ
g1
L (l1))(ψ
†
Lf2
(k2)ψ
g2
L (l2))
+
1
8Nc
(ψ†Lf1(k1)σµνψ
g1
L (l1))(ψ
†
Lf2
(k2)σµνψ
g2
L (l2)) + (L→ R)
]
. (11)
This is so called effective ’t Hooft vertex.
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3 Instanton forces and spectroscopy.
The QCD vacuum has quite complicated structure. Conventionally the non-
perturbative fields can be divided by two parts: short wave component which
provides the interaction of quarks at small distances and long wave one which
respects for the confinement. In the framework of instanton liquid model the
first part is connected with short distance vacuum correlations where the single-
instanton contribution with effective size ρc ∝ 1.5÷2 GeV −1 dominates. Second
component is related with long wave collective excitations of instanton liquid and
noninstantonic vacuum fluctuations with wave length R ≈ Rconf , where R ≈ 3ρc
is average distance between instantons and Rconf ≈ 5÷6 GeV −1 is a confinement
radius.
The hadron model based on these assumptions was considered in [11, 12].
Within this model the hadron energy is
EH =
1
R
∑
i=flavor
Niω (miR) + Evac, (12)
where the first term is a sum of kinetic energy of quarks confined in the hadron
bag with energy ω (miR) /R and the second term takes into account the quark
interaction with physical vacuum. The interaction with long-ranged vacuum
fluctuations (condensates) has form of power corrections
Econd = −R2
∑
i=flavor
NiC
QQ (miR) 〈0 |qiqi| 0〉+ ∼
〈
0
∣∣GaµνGaµν ∣∣ 0〉R3 + ... (13)
and stabilizes the bag balancing the internal (kinetic energy) and external (vac-
uum energy) pressures ∂EH/∂R = 0. By using the stabilization condition the
hadron mass scale is defined by the quark condensate as
EH =
3
2
Nq
(
2πω2
24 (ω − 1)
)1/3
|〈0 |qq| 0〉|1/3 ≈
{
750 MeV for mesons
1100 MeV for baryons
.
(14)
This estimate for the mass scale of the nonstrange hadrons is consistent with
QCD sum rule estimates [13].
Due to specific structure of the effective ’t Hooft interaction (11), the inter-
action of quarks through the exchange by small size instantons given by
∆Einst =
βρc
R3
∑
i 6=j
NijI (mi,mj)
m∗im
∗
j
(1−−→σ i−→σ j) (15)
produces spin-spin forces in the hadron multiplets and solves the UA (1) problem
∆Epinst = −
3
2
λ0
R3
, ∆Epiinst = −
λ0
R3
, ∆Eηinst =
λ0 − 4λs
3R3
,
∆E∆inst = 0, ∆E
ρ
inst = 0, ∆E
η′
inst =
λ0 + 2λs
3R3
.
By using standard vacuum parameters 〈0 |qiqi| 0〉 ≈ − (250 MeV)3 and ρc ≈ 2
GeV−1 the satisfactory results for ground state hadrons have been obtained [11].
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4 The axial anomaly, the nucleon structure
and the parton sum rules
The deep inelastic lepton - nucleon scattering processes (DIS) occurring at small
distances characterize the internal structure of the elementary particles. In the
past decade new experimental data with high precision and in large kinematic
region has become available.
This is primarily a result of the SLAC - EMC - SMC - HERMES measure-
ments [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] of helicities of the charged constituents of the proton
and neutron. The EMC data analysis[15] has resulted in a striking conclusion:
the sum of the helicities of the quarks inside a proton, ∆Σ, was found to be ex-
tremely small, (∆Σ << 1), and the Ellis-Jaffe (EJ) [21] sum rule (SR) is strongly
violated.
Then, it was concluded from NMC data analysis of the unpolarized structure
function of nucleon F2(x,Q
2) [22, 20] that u− quark sea in the proton is sup-
pressed w.r.t. d− quark sea, that is the Gottfried (G) SR [23] is violated, too.
All this is in dramatical contradiction with the expectation of the naive parton
model where all these sum rules are fulfilled. From the other side, the polar-
ization experiments on neutron - contained targets confirmed that fundamental
Bjorken (Bj) SR [24] is valid [17, 18].
In this part we want to argue [25] that the observed inconsistency in parton
sum rules are a manifestation of nonperturbative structure of the QCD vacuum.
Within the framework of this approach the breaking mechanism of QCD partonic
SR is connected with a mixture of sea quarks with large transverse momentum in
the nucleon wave function. This quark sea results from scattering valence quark
off nonperturbative vacuum fluctuation, instanton.
This interaction in the limit of small size instanton is defined by the effective
’t Hooft Lagrangian that may be written in the form:
Linst(x) = (2nckNf )ℜedet(qRqL) (16)
with the anomaly equation given by ∂µj
5
µ = −2Nf (2nckNf )ℑm det(qRqL), where
k =
4πρ3C
3
π
(m∗ρC)
is the effective instanton - quark coupling and m∗ = m −
2/3ρ2c < 0 |Q¯Q|0 > is the effective quark mass in the physical vacuum.
It is important that the instanton induced interaction (16) changes the chi-
rality of a quark by the value ∆Q = −2Nf and acts only for differently flavored
quarks. From this it immediately follows that sea quarks have negative helic-
ity and screen the helicity of a valence quark on which they are produced. On
instanton the sea pair in the state with Right chirality is created and on the
anti-instanton the quark pair with Left chirality is appeared.
Another thing is that on u-(d-) quark only dd¯− (uu¯−) and ss¯− quark sea is
possible. Therefore there is more d− sea quarks in the proton. As a result it
turns out that in the framework of the instanton mechanism the spin and flavor
structure of nucleon quark sea is strongly correlated with the spin-flavor of the
valence nucleon wave function.
Thus, specific helicity and flavor structure of quark zero mode interaction
in the instanton field allows us simultaneously to explain the breaking of both
Ellis-Jaffe SR related to significant breaking of quark helicity conservation and
the Gottfried SR caused by the violation of the SUf (2)- symmetry of quark sea.
I should note that a perturbative quark-gluon vertex does not flip the helicity
neither does feel the flavor of the valence quark. Thus, within the perturba-
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tive QCD it is not possible, in principle, to explain the experimentally observed
significant violation of both sum rules.
From the vertex (16) we obtain the anomalous instanton contributions to
different PSR and axial charges [26]:
Gottfried sum rule
∆SG = −2
3
(
d− u) = −2
3
a;
flavor triplet and octet axial constants
∆g3A = ∆u−∆d = −
10
3
as;
∆g8A = ∆u+∆d− 2∆s = −4a+ 2as;
flavor singlet axial charge
∆Σinst ≡ ∆g0A = ∆u+∆d+∆s = −4a− 4as; (17)
Ellis-Jaffe integrals for proton and neutron
∆SpEJ =
∑
p
e2q∆q/2 = −
1
9
(5a+ 6as);
∆SnEJ =
∑
n
e2q∆q/2 = −
1
9
(5a+ as);
Bjorken integral
∆SBj = ∆S
p
EJ −∆SnEJ = −
5
9
as =
1
6
∆g3A,
where a (as . a/2) is the probability to create nonstrange (strange) sea quark
pair in instanton field. If we attribute all SUf (2) asymmetry of sea measured by
the E866 Collab. [20]
1∫
0
dx [d¯(x)− u¯(x)] = 0.118 ± 0.012, (18)
to the instanton contribution then we obtain the value for the coupling a =
0.118±0.012. The parameter as measures the difference g8A−∆Σ = −3∆s and is
given in our model by 6as. From experiment it is estimated [19] ∆s = −0.14±0.03
and thus as = 0.07 ± 0.015.
To estimate the (nonanomalous) valence quark contribution we shall use the
quark model where relativistic effect reduces the helicity of quarks with respect
to the nonrelativistic quark model result and take as a conservative estimation
the value
∆uv +∆dv = 0.8 ± 0.15 (19)
From (17), (18), (19) we obtain the final result for the singlet axial charge of the
proton:
∆Σ = 0.09± 0.25.
Our theoretical error is the sum of indefinetness in experimental number for
GSR for sea quarks and relativistic effects for valence quarks. Physically this
compensation for the helicity of initial quark means a transformation of the
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valence quark spin momentum into the angular momentum of quark pair (in
O++ state) created by instanton. This very small value for the total quark
contribution to the proton’s spin is in agreement with the result of the latest
analysis of the first moment of g1(x) structure function [19]
∆Σ = 0.16± 0.08.
It should be stressed that inspite of the fact that the instanton induced inter-
action contributes to g3A it does not violate the Bjorken sum rule and violation
of GSR is strongly correlated with contribution of axial anomaly to EJSR.
Another predictions of the instanton model for parton distribution integrals
are:
1) Asymmetries in flavor structure of quark sea
d−s = 2
(
1− 3
2
as
a
)
a = 0.026±0.069; u−s = 2
(
1− 3as
a
)
a = −0.184±0.11;
(20)
2) New sum rule that is saturated by nonperturbative asymmetries in the
nucleon sea
9
25
∫ 1
0
dx [gp1 (x)− 6gn1 (x)] +
3
2
∫ 1
0
dx
x
[Fµp2 (x)− Fµn2 (x)] =
3
5
(21)
By using the E866 data for the GSR integral and the theoretical prediction for
the BjSR integral [18]∫ 1
0
dx [gp1 (x)− gn1 (x)] = 0.181 ± 0.003
the model predict the neutron integral of gn1 (x) as∫ 1
0
dxgn1 (x) = −0.085 ± 0.007,
that may be compared with world average experimental value [18]∫ 1
0
dxgn1 (x) = −0.075 ± 0.031.
3) Sea quark spin asymmetries
∆u−∆d = 5
3
a = 0.20 ± 0.02 > 0; ∆s = −as = −0.07± 0.015 < 0. (22)
Thus we demonstrate that the instanton motivated nonperturbative sea fluctua-
tions of nucleon sea describe well the current experimental situation2.
5 The Instanton Effects on the Heavy Quark
Potential.
The gauge invariant potential between a very heavy quark and antiquark in a
color-singlet state is given by[9, 27]
V (R) = − lim
T→∞
ln 〈0 |W (T,R)| 0〉 , (23)
2In the papers [25, 26] the model of the sea quark distributions induced by instanton interaction
has been considered.
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whereW (T,R) is aWilson-loop Tr
(
P exp ig
∮
C(R,T ) dz
µAµ (z)
)
, with loop C (R,T )
being the rectangular closed curve with a spatial length R and a temporal length
T . The origin of this expression is in the fact that during scattering heavy quark
off the instanton its wave function changes as
Ψ′Q (x) =
[
O (−→x ,−→p ,−→σ )U−1 (−→x )]ΨQ (x)
with phase factor
U−1 (−→x ) = P exp
[
ig
∫ ∞
−∞
dx4A4 (−→x , x4)
]
and spin-orbit operator
O = 1− i
mQ
−→
L · −→∇ − i
2mQ
−→σ · −→∇ − 1
2m2Q
(−→
L · −→∇
)(−→σ · −→∇)+ 1
4m2Q
−→σ
[−→p · −→∇] .
Within the single-instanton approximation the phase factor may be reduced to
U−1 (−→x ) = cosα (−→x )− iτana sinα (−→x ) ,
where
α (−→x ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dx4φ (−→x , x4) , na = −̂→x .
Then the quark-quark scattering potential is given by potential
HQQ = [−1 +Os−s +Os−L]V (−→x 1 −−→x 2)
with V (R) = −2 ∫ dn (ρ) ρ3W (R) and expansion in scalar part
W (R) =
1
Nc
∫
d−→z tr
[
1− U
(−→
R
2
−−→z
)
U−1
(−→
R
2
+−→z
)]
,
spin-spin part proportional to −→σ · −→σ
Ws−s (R) =
1
Nc
[
2
W ′ (R)
R
+W ′′ (R)
]
and tensor part proportional to
[−→σ i · −→σ j − δij3 −→σ i ×−→σ j]−→x i−→x j
WT (R) =
1
Nc
[
W ′ (R)
R
−W ′′ (R)
]
.
The instanton and constrained instanton model predictions are given in Figs
2-4.
6 Conclusion
In this talk we illustrate few examples of how instanton physics works in descrip-
tion of structure of QCD vacuum and light hadrons. In particular we demonstrate
that instantons are responsible for nonlocal properties of vacuum condensates.
Next, we show that the effective quark interaction due to instanton exchange
gives to spin-spin splittings within the hadron multiplets. The same interaction
leads to nontrivial spin-flavor structure of nucleon sea providing large violation
8
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of isovector symmetry of sea and essentially reducing the observed spin carried
by charge constituents. Both results was confirmed experimentally. In the last
part we considered the instanton effect on the potential between two infinitely
heavy quarks. The instanton interaction gives only renormalization of heavy
quark mass, but not to confinement of quarks. At the same time it provides
small spin effects on heavy quark potential. All this show that the instanton
physics is rather important part of nonperturbative aspects of QCD at interme-
diate energies and need further considerations.
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